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Among the most intriguing constructions of the brain are the notions of ‘pleasure’ and ‘pain’. As 

constructions of the brain, neither pleasure nor pain really ‘exists’ in a conventional sense. A 

striking example of the brain’s construction of pain is the experience of phantom pain, felt in an 

amputated limb. And yet pleasure and pain are central to consciousness and to many, if not all of 

our actions. The mechanisms that regulate our perception of pleasure and pain, that are 

responsible for our feelings and our sensations, are essential to the formation of memories and 

the choice of our behaviors, and influence us through the constantly shifting ways we recall the 

past and view the present. Because our recollections are shaped – at least in part – by the 

mechanisms of pleasure and pain, without pleasure and pain, memory would be blunted and 

motivated action would not be possible. Yet, pleasure and pain are themselves shaped by 

environmental factors as well as shaping our experience of environmental stimuli; or to say the 

same thing in other words, pleasure and pain give a shape or coherence to the many and varied 

stimuli the organism is exposed to from the environment and from the body.  

 

In many ways, pleasure and pain create and control a balance between the brain and the body – a 

balance that includes bodily necessities and the creation of motives and desires that govern our 

actions in the real world. We make sense of the real world in part through our notions of pleasure 

and pain.  

 

If pleasure and pain integrate body and mind, what can we say of how this ‘integration' might 

take place at the neurophysiological level and how it might control our behavior? In the most 

simplified view, the brain is a machine whose neurons, synapses and circuits respond to our 

environment by orchestrating muscle movements to generate our actions. For pleasure and pain 

to integrate experience and action and to guide the formation of our behavior, counterparts of 

pleasure and pain must reside within the brain as physical attributes of the connectome, which is 

the complete array of synaptic connections between the brain's neurons. The connectome is the 

skeleton on which all brain functions rest, including the behavior-forming mechanisms based on 

pleasure and pain.  

 



Because we live in a fast moving and potentially hazardous world, we must select our actions 

quickly. Rather than performing a logical analysis of all of our options each time an action is 

required, the brain relies on memories of the pleasures and pains associated with past actions. 

The brain creates a record of pleasure and pain written in shorthand as modifications of the 

connectome, and uses this reward shorthand to guide our choice of behavior. From the 

physiologist’s perspective, our memories of pleasure and pain are incorporated into the 

connectome by strengthening or weakening synaptic connections and by pruning existing 

synapses and adding new ones.  

 

We know that all actions are taken in a context of time, place and body state, and as this 

evening's speakers described, the brain has extraordinary means for extracting the salient features 

of this context, be they visual, acoustic, odor-based, tactile, pleasurable or painful. Indeed, our 

perceptions of our environment are complex and usually include diverse components, such as 

views of an object from many different perspectives, the sound of a familiar voice, or the odor of 

coffee, which itself is generated by numerous odorant molecules, each targeting specific odorant 

receptors in olfactory neurons. If your brain lacked the pleasure and pain shorthands, eating 

breakfast would require integrating complex sights, smells, sounds and tactile sensations in a 

careful, logical fashion. But memory of past pleasure made me reach for the coffee mug this 

morning, while memory of past pain made me start with a small sip. 

 

Pleasure and pain attach value to our complex perceptions of the environment.  This process 

takes place in the basal ganglia, a control center for behavior where the neurotransmitters, 

dopamine and glutamate, representing respectively, body state (how we feel) and body context 

(what is going on around us), are released. These transmitters cooperate to control the thalamus, 

a crossroads of sensory, motor and executive functions that arise in our sensory neurons and in 

the cortex. When dopamine is high, signifying a positive body state (especially an unanticipated 

one), we feel bold and an inhibitory function of the basal ganglia is relieved. Neuronal activity 

that drives our musculature traverses the thalamus, and action takes place. Indeed, drugs of abuse 

usurp this pathway by elevating dopamine pathologically to create euphoria and to enhance 

activity. When dopamine is low, a restraining function of the basal ganglia is enhanced and 

action is inhibited. Similarly in Parkinson's disease, the loss of dopamine resulting from the 



death of dopamine-releasing neurons causes immobility and depression.  The combined actions 

of dopamine and glutamate make a long lasting imprint on the connectome, creating pain and 

pleasure memories. The rules by which these transmitters modify the connectome are emerging. 

Indeed, it is now possible in principle to determine if a person has undergone recent pleasurable 

experiences by examining the connectome of the basal ganglia at the molecular level. 

 

Pleasure and pain are essential to the mechanisms that give value to and shape our understanding 

of our environments. But what might appear to be a simple comparison in the basal ganglia of 

pleasure and pain in past experiences is in fact a reshaping, a broader reevaluation of past and 

present.  One likely venue for this shaping is the thalamus, where the sensory, motor and 

executive cortical activities are modulated by chemical representations of pleasure and pain. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that some consider the thalamus to be the seat of consciousness, the 

brain's elusive agent for creating awareness. 

 

Are we deceiving ourselves by believing that through studies of the brain's circuitry, we can 

understand in molecular terms the rules by which pleasure and pain shape our actions, or answer 

the more ambitious question, how neural correlates of consciousness might be sequestered in a 

complex array of synapses and neurons? A precedent for unraveling such daunting questions is 

the great progress in understanding the mechanisms of heredity, a problem once thought beyond 

solving, but whose solution is now well underway. Today the complete structure of the human 

genome, the key to heredity, is at hand and new genomes are appearing almost daily. The 

connectome may be regarded as the analogous structure for neurobiology. However, because the 

human brain has roughly 100,000 synapses for each human genome DNA base pair, deciphering 

the connectome seems much more challenging than sequencing human DNA.  Recently, 

however, significant progress has been made in connectome analysis, and the connectome of a 

functionally crucial part of the brain, the retina, is nearly at hand. 

 

The connectome, however, is only one step, and in itself will not reveal how behavior is formed 

any more than the human genome alone reveals the processes of human development. Moreover, 

each of the perhaps thousand billion neurons in our brain has a functional complexity that is not 

divulged by the connectome’s physical map and not unlike that of a metropolis the size of New 



York. And what is more, the brain operates though a myriad of strategies, from the molecular, 

electrophysiological, biochemical and cellular to strategies based on the brain's complex 

anatomy.   

 

Nonetheless, we are motivated by the belief that that our work is relevant to broader issues, 

including the neural basis for human attributes as such as emotion, aggression and creativity, 

each related to pleasure and pain, as well as mental illness and disability, and classical, stubborn 

questions such as the neural basis of will, not to mention consciousness. Indeed, stashed in the 

mechanisms by which the brain uses pleasure and pain to orchestrate behavior are neurological 

correlates of economics, sociology, art and fashion, romantic love and the emotional attraction of 

a daytime soap opera, and probably a good deal more.  

 

 

 

 

 


